PWJDM Ruckus Storage Bin
Installation Guide
This install will take about 1 minute to a few hours depending on whether you have a lowered seat frame or a stock bike.
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STOCK BIKES
1. Install tape to outside of storage bin.
a. You really don’t need this tape, but it does help prevent vibration noise.
b. You may want to even line the inside of the bin with more tape or carpet if you’re going to ride around with a
bunch of hard stuff like tools.
2. Drop it into the seat frame. You may need to flex the bin to clear the frame and seat brackets, don’t worry it’s safe to flex
it a few inches.

LOWERED SEAT FRAME and NCY ENGINE EXTENSION STEPS:
These steps are needed if you have a lowered seat frame and NCY engine extension.
We know it’s a pain, but it does maximize the storage volume for those critical trips to the liquor store.
1. Remove the stock plastic tray under the seat. Chances are you’ve already done this anyway.
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2. Cut off coolant tank peg. If you don’t have an aftermarket coolant tank, you can just unbolt and flip the coolant tank
around so it faces backwards. Use a grinder, dremel, or hacksaw. Don’t try to pry it off with pliers, it’s welded on well and
prying will just deform your tube frame. We suggest you cover any exposed metal with primer and paint or it will rust.

3. Relocate any tubing (fuel and PCV) and any wiring that is located above the square frame cross brace and move it below
this brace. Zip-tie things down and make sure nothing binds when the engine pivots.

4. Install tape to outside of storage bin.
a. You really don’t need this tape, but it does help prevent vibration noise.
b. You may want to even line the inside of the bin with more tape or carpet if you’re going to ride around with a
bunch of hard stuff like tools.
5. Drop it into the seat frame. You may need to flex the bin to clear the frame and seat brackets, don’t worry it’s safe to flex
it a few inches.
6. Ride baby ride!
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